
The Presidential Series Flagpole 
The Uncommon USA, Inc. Presidential Series Telescoping flagpole adds to the beauty of your property! And 
now, our Presidential Series Telescoping Flagpole comes with a 10-year warranty! 

Now Presenting The Presidential Series Telescoping Flagpole ™ from Uncommon USA 

Finely crafted for you at our factory in Willmar, Minnesota! 

Uncommon quality! Our poles have NO Ropes, NO Chains, NO Pulleys so you do not have to worry about 
knots and tangles. Also, this makes our flagpoles virtually NOISE FREE. The Uncommon USA, Inc. 
Telescoping flagpole is made of sturdy 16 gauge aluminum with an anodized finish making this flagpole 
MAINTENANCE FREE, no need to worry about rust or painting. 

The Presidential Series Telescoping Flagpole has anodized aluminum swivel r ings that allow the flag 
to fly "Freely" 360 degrees around the pole, preventing the flag from wrapping around the pole. Less wear 
and tear on "Old Glory." 

Our Telescoping Flagpoles are simple to use! 

Due to the unique design of the Uncommon USA, Inc. Telescoping flagpole, each section of the pole raises 
and lowers easily. Match the arrow to the hole, click the button in place, and with a simple press of the 
"release" button down your flagpole slides. 

Your satisfaction is guaranteed on every Telescoping Flagpole! 

Uncommon USA is so sure that you'll be delighted with your Presidential Series Telescoping Flagpole 
purchase that we offer a 90 day satisfaction guarantee along with a 10 year warranty. If someone should 
steal your flagpole just send us a legitimate police report, insurance information, and bill of sale and we will 
replace your flagpole! 
 
Each Uncommon USA, Inc. Telescoping flagpole comes complete with a 3 inch Gold Aluminum Ball 
Ornament, to dress the top of your flagpole, a double flag harness to fly two flags or fly a flag at half mast, 3' 
x 5' Nylon USA Flag with Embroidered Stars and Sewn Stripes and an Installation Sleeve with complete 
instructions. The Presidential Series Telescoping Flagpole comes in a wide variety of colors: silver, bronze, 
or black (white is not currently available). 
 
 

      

	


